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Hi,
In the past few weeks we have had lots of visitors here at Highcon headquarters in Israel.
It's been really interesting and enlightening for us to hear and learn about the challenges
facing printers and converters from all over the world. We've been proud to show off what
the Highcon Euclid and the Highcon Beam can do to streamline the finishing process.

Ilan Print
One of our recent installations, here in Israel, has been at Ilan Print, a print shop wellknown for innovation and rapid turnaround. Read more about what they are doing with
Highcon technology here.

“The Highcon Euclid III offers us true versatility; the ability
to extend the already wide range of commercial
applications we offer our customers. The machine will not
only complete an all-digital flow from our HP Indigo 10000
digital press but will also support our offset printed pieces
on B2/30in. sheets and allow us also to produce highly
differentiated pieces on unprinted B1/40 in. stock. Together
with the Highcon Axis the service we can now offer our
customers is incomparable”.

Press release: Boutwell Owens Installs First Highcon Beam in
the USA
The Highcon Beam is already up and running at Boutwell Owens and we hope to keep you
updated about their progress. Meanwhile, see the press release from October 10th.

"Boutwell Owens has proven to the market just what

Highcon digital technology is capable of and made a
name for themselves especially in the ability to deliver
high quality short run packaging with rapid turnaround.
The addition of the Highcon Beam to complement their
conventional manufacturing capability will allow them
to apply the same benefits to high volume production.”
Ron Kukla, Highcon Sales Director, Americas

To read the full release, click below.

Inspiration from Pinterest

One of the easiest and most accessible
ways of checking out what's hot and what's
not is by searching on Pinterest. Highcon
has a very active Pinterest account with
thousands of pins on over 60 different
boards. We thought it would be fun to pull
together some ideas for our customers and
partners - so we put together this quick
glimpse at innovative and inspiring products that could easily be made on Highcon
machines.

Till next time, Happy Halloween to you all!
The Highcon Team
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